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Dryrainge Named Canadian Golf Product of
the Year by SCOREGolf
Range Cover Specialist Wins Awards in Consecutive Years
from Canadian publication
SASKATOON, Sask. – Dryrainge, makers of golf’s premium range cover unit,
announced today it has won SCOREGolf Magazine’s 2011 Canadian Golf
Product of the Year in the publication’s year end equipment and business
Awards. It’s the second year in a row Dryrainge has been honored. A year
ago the range cover brand was named SCOREGolf’s Emerging Canadian Golf
Company of the Year.
“Functionally, Dryrainge is a big benefit to a golf course,” said Rick Young,
SCOREGolf’s business analyst. “It protects members, guests and the staff
from bad weather situations including rain, wind and UV rays. That can help
eliminate cancelled lessons, clinics or demo days. A golf course can receive
multiple benefits from Dryrainge.”
Announcement of the award was made on SCOREGolf’s website in midDecember.
“We could not be more excited,” said Bruce Rempel, President of
Dryrainge. “This is two years in a row for Dryrainge to be honored by
SCOREGolf. I think that proves word is starting to spread about Dryrainge

and its benefits to courses that have one at their practice facility. We hope
to carry over this momentum into 2012.”
The SCOREGolf Product of the Year award caps a memorable year for the
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan company. Earlier this fall Dryrainge agreed to
partner with the PGA of America and the PGA’s Winter Championships
Series in Florida.
Complete information about Dryrainge including testimonials, construction,
pricing, warranty, media and photo gallery can be found at
www.dryrainge.com

About Dryrainge – Founded in 1997 in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Dryrainge is the ultimate protection solution for PGA professionals and
practice range enthusiasts. User friendly and Canadian manufactured
Dryrainge allows golfers to comfortably hit balls from natural grass surfaces
while eliminating the threat of cancelled lessons, clinics, demos and golf
schools due to rain, high winds or the harmful affects of the sun. A 2010 and
2011 winner in SCOREGolf’s Equipment & Business Awards Dryrainge is a
sturdy, affordable, practical, alternative for range convenience that can be
made ‘business ready’ for marketing opportunities and potential advertising
partners.
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